Thank you for this session. The presentation will definitely provide a basic, fundamental
tool in order to help in communications with other personalities.
Claudia
Excellent presentation and format. The interactive nature of the presentation improved
the impact 10 fold.
Bliss
Great! Powerful presentation.
I left feeling like a million bucks!
June McKiernon

Outstanding presentation. Lots of fun, laughs and informative. The time went by quickly
and very enjoyable. Thanks for a great time!
Wendy
Fred was very informative and a very powerful session. I learned a lot about myself.
Sandra Williams
Very engaging, time flew by! Very powerful and it definitely made me reflect on how I
deal with others.
Shanna M.
Very friendly, very detailed. It helped me understand myself and confirm what my
personality can be understood by others.
Pamela Rocuant

A very powerful inspiration tool for life. It’s good to understand ourselves and in fact its
even better to know what your co-workers personality is.
Ambrose Wong

Very informative, never experienced this type of program. I really will take this info and
try to use it to enrich my life. Scary how accurate it has been. Thank you
Evette
Made everyone comfortable, was respectful! Used great examples to showcase points.
Kara Kinakin
Presentation well done. Learned things about myself. Learned things about my coworkers. Fred provided tools enabling me to think outside the box.
Mary Ann
This seminar was a real eye opener. I learned a lot about myself and my co-workers.
Thanks you
Personable, excellent speaker, full of meaning, very perspective, very powerful. I will
use this in all aspects of my life
Excellent presentation. Tools for dealing with difficult clients.
Gail
Enjoyable, interesting and informative to dealing with different personalities in our lives,
work and social.
Karen Collins

Very informative – gave a great perspective on my co-workers and how to deal with the
difference in other personalities.
Terry Lachance

The presentation was informative and was able to use the information. Was not boring.
Very informative, eye opening and useful. This will assist me with future relationships
and business communication
Very informative. Gives good insight on personality conflicts.
Caldee

Thank you for the session – it really helps to learn how to interact with others. Good Job!
Jeanie
Very easy to talk to, interesting and fun. Great information. I’m younger and can use
this information more so then older people.
Thanks
Matthew
Great Job!! Great presentation skills!!
Michael K.
Great job. WOW! Made me really think about how I interact with other personalities and
realize that people can have a different personality from me, and that is okay.
Mary

Excellent presentation, very well put together
Keep Smiling!
Sharlene
Excellent seminar. Very powerful and you do leave the seminar with a lot of
information.
One thing I learned is we tend to be reactive to one another’s personalities and from this I
learned to be proactive
Heyam
Excellent presentation! Very interesting course. I will take a lot out of this course. This
will benefit me immensely.
Jim Beerman
Good stuff – interesting topic
Alan
Well spoken / good humor / Informative / interactive and fun
Mighelle

Helps me understand myself better and how to approach others with my problems on
when I want to accomplish a task with someone else’s help.
Pat K.

Very interesting, learned a lot
Penny

Interesting – thought provoking. Will keep in mind.
Debbie Murphy

